Mixed High Range I.Q. Test
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scoring your submission.
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Verbal Associations
Objective: find the common association.
Example: (shelf, library, read). The answer is book.
All associations can and must be solved with one word only. Correct answers yield
one point.
1. treasure, case, breast
2. key, skate, leader
3. first, last, identity
4. gun, cause, pull
5. free-fall, mass, field
6. intelligence, pregnancy, blood
7. vision, weight, c
8. engagement, divorce, ceremony
9. music, magnetic, adhesive
10. could, food, preserve
Verbal Analogies
Objective: find the term that best completes the analogy.
Example: water : liquid :: ice : solid
All analogies can and must be solved with one word only. Correct answers yield one
point.
1. padlock : key :: safe lock : ?
2. apartment : building :: building : ?
3. velocity : vector :: acceleration : ?
4. school : pupil :: firm : ?
5. centrifugal : centripetal :: buoyancy : ?
6. sell : buy :: lend : ?
7. fire : spark :: colony : ?
8. rectangle : bill :: circle : ?
9. microphone : diaphragm :: ear : ?
10. one : plus :: two : ?
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Numeric Problems
Objective: find the numbers that replace the question marks.
Example: 23, 34, 55, 86, ?
The correct answer is 127.
(+11, +21, +31, +41)
Only basic mathematical operations are required for solving the numeric problems
below. A correct answer is the one that satisfies all clues without unnecessary
complexity and yields one point.
1) 284, 4164, 6244, 8324, ?
2) 329, 474, 556, 683, ?
3) 12, 24, 96, 576, 3456, ?
4) 149, 206, 92, 263, ?, ?
5) 14, 15, 18, 27, ?
6) ?, 18, 18, 76, 152, 239, ?
7) 23576395, 5957, ?, 9
8) 376, 9126, 97414, ?
9) 13.67.20, 32.19.49, 77.10.?
10) 3377.4, 43914.5, 531127.6, 6332521.7, ?
11) 25:37, 68:53, 36:22, ?
12) 37, 58, 89, 145, ?
13) 41937, 4932, 231, ?
14) 567, 198, 693, 297, ?
15) 679, 488, 442, ?
16) 23, 51, 64, ?
17) 10, 23, 54, 67, ?
18) 1, 6, 16, 30, 49, ?
19) 19, 38, 27, 54, 45, ?, ?
20) 157, 396, 234, 162, ?
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